Considering the incredible growth in young adult literature between the 1996 and the 2016 editions of Young Adult Literature: From Romance to Realism, it was inevitable that parts from the first edition be excised in order to make room for an examination of the changes and advances made during those 30 years. One element that had to go was the literary analysis found in the original The book's title provides an honest if incomplete picture of its contents. While the book does include a collection of adult books selected by Cart, it goes beyond mere synopses. Instead, it also delves into a thoughtful if pithy explanation of the books' appeal for young adults as well as the works' literary merits. Although a collection of relatively short reviews (each is one to two paragraphs) cannot completely replace lengthier and more extensive analysis and criticism, Cart compresses a lot of information and acumen into a confined space. The result is a helpful guide for those in search of adult books for teens and a valuable resource for teachers and scholars of young adult literature as they consider the crossover phenomenon and the potential for overlap between young adult and adult literature.
The book's title provides an honest if incomplete picture of its contents. While the book does include a collection of adult books selected by Cart, it goes beyond mere synopses. Instead, it also delves into a thoughtful if pithy explanation of the books' appeal for young adults as well as the works' literary merits. Although a collection of relatively short reviews (each is one to two paragraphs) cannot completely replace lengthier and more extensive analysis and criticism, Cart compresses a lot of information and acumen into a confined space. The result is a helpful guide for those in search of adult books for teens and a valuable resource for teachers and scholars of young adult literature as they consider the crossover phenomenon and the potential for overlap between young adult and adult literature. The result is the giddy excitement of being in the presence of a knowledgeable and enthusiastic bibliophile who wants nothing more than to help you find just the right book for your interests, tastes, and personality.
The book has obvious worth for librarians and secondary teachers who are searching for titles to help their patrons or students make the leap from young adult to adult books. Cart's recommendations take into consideration different genres, topics, and forms, which speaks to a wide range of reading tastes. Additionally, the titles do not seem dated. I first approached the list with some trepidation, since the book was published in 2013 and focused on books from the previous two decades. Fortunately, the mix of modern classics such as Tim O'Brien's The Things They 
